
HOW TO CLEAN & CARE
FOR 

 SILK SCARVES

Fill your sink with cool water and a small
squirt of mild soap like Synthrapol or
baby shampoo.  Dip one scarf in at a time
and swish in the soapy water.  Gently rinse
in fresh clear fresh water until all suds are
gone.
 
If scarf is old or dull, add a bit of white
vinegar to the rinse water to help restore
shine.

DRY CLEANING

WASHING

Using a reliable dry cleaner is a great
first choice.  Make sure the cleaner
knows the scarf is made of silk. Point
out any stains for special treatment.  
 
But you can do it yourself!

 
You can easily wash your own silk scarves!

https://www.dharmatrading.com/chemicals/synthrapol-detergent.html


Squeeze gently and lay out on a clean
bath towel or sheet. Roll up gently.  Pat to
remove the moisture.  
 
Do not let scarf dry at this stage. If you
hang and let silk dry,  it will retain the
wrinkles.

IRONING
Using a press cloth, iron gently on
the wrong side with a clean iron
set on silk setting - do not press
too hard, silk fibers are fragile.
You can raise temp to cotton
setting if you need to to get out
wrinkles. Watch cartefully to
prevent scorching.  Iron until dry.
You can hang on velvet                           
coated hanger to finish drying.

ROLLING OUT

To make your scarf soft and silky, dip
in Milsoft (1 tsp /gallon water) then
rinse again.   You can use hair                           
conditioner  in same formula.   
 
Do not wring out scarf.  

SOFTENING

https://www.dharmatrading.com/chemicals/milsoft.html
https://www.dharmatrading.com/chemicals/milsoft.html


STORING

SCARF ENEMIES
DIRECT SUNLIGHT  
DUST
PERFUME SPRAY
WIRE HANGERS
WOOD HANGERS

Once dry, there are many fancy scarf
hangers out there that make it easy
for you to see a selection of  your
scarves but all leave a crease and
expose scarves to dust and sunlight if
they are hanging on the wall.
 
The best way to store is folded gently
in a  shallow box, top tucked under so
scarf can breath.  These can be
stacked in a drawer.

STORING

RESOURCES
Synthrapol  - for washing 
 
Milsoft - for silky softness
 

BEAUTIFUL SCARVES
@

ELIZABETHLEMON.COM

https://www.dharmatrading.com/chemicals/milsoft.html
https://www.dharmatrading.com/chemicals/synthrapol-detergent.html
https://www.dharmatrading.com/chemicals/milsoft.html
http://www.elizabethlemon.com/collections/silk-to-wear

